
Buying a First Rifle.
If you are new to shooting the choice of rifle types and calibres must be very confusing. However, 
whatever sort of shooting you intend to do (except air rifle) our advise is to buy a .22 rimfire rifle 
first. If you intend joining a club, contact them to find out what sorts of shooting they do. This will 
be a valuable guide to the sort of rifle to buy.
Rimfire rifles have the following positives;

• the ammunition is relatively cheap (much cheaper than any other).
• because the ammunition is cheaper, your budget for shooting will allow you to shoot more.
• the more you practice the better your shooting will become. Shooting skills need to be learnt 

& practised.
• recoil and noise is very low, so you are unlikely to develop a flinch.
• good rimfire rifles are accurate, fun to shoot & cost much less than good centrefire rifles.
• 22 rimfire is the standard competition round world wide. Most competitions do not allow the 

use of 22 magnum or 17 calibre rimfires.
• cleaning is quick and easy.
• if you want to hunt small game, the 22 rimfire is adequate for rabbits, hares, feral cats and 

foxes (with well placed shots) out to about 70 metres.

Choice of an Action.
All sorts of actions are available for 22 rimfire rifles. We strongly recommend a bolt action. This 
action is generally more accurate and safer than others. Both right and left hand bolt actions are 
available from CZ, Anchutz and Savage, all of which enjoy an excellent reputation for quality and 
accuracy. Norinco makes a copy of the CZ in right hand which shoots well and is cheaper than the 
original. Other brands are worth considering, but make sure you inspect a range of rifles before you 
buy. Long after you have forgotten the few dollars saved by buying a “cheapie”, you will continue 
to regret a lack of quality.

New or Second Hand?
New rifles have a guarantee on their manufacture, but not their accuracy. However, modern rifles all 
seem to shoot well. Second hand rifles which have been well looked after may also function and 
shoot very well. If possible try before you buy. Some of the old brands which have ceased to be 
made, such as Sportco & BSA are well worth considering. Some old “roughies” can also shoot well. 
Bear in mind however that spares and replacement magazines may not be available for some older 
rifles. Check with a local gun shop before you buy.

Open or Telescopic Sights?
There is no question that a good telescopic sight is far better than open sights. The magnification 
allows better bullet placement. In dim light (when most game is shot) open sights are difficult to see 
whereas the sight picture through a scope can still be clear. The range of scope sights is simply 
enormous and even more confusing than the range of rifles. Entry level scopes (Tasco, Nikko 
Redfield etc) are fine for rimfires unless the rifle is going to be subjected to really rough handling. 
Tell your firearms dealer what you want to do with the rifle & ask their advise. For target work at 
different ranges (e,g, metallic silhouette) we strongly recommend a scope with target adjustment 
knobs. A Tasco 2.5 – 10 X is about your entry level here. For general bush shooting and occasional 
target work a 2 – 7 X would be fine. A 4 X fixed power is also suitable if you can find one. These 
days most scope sights are variables.
Buy a good solid set of scope mounts, very preferably with windage adjustment. See our article on 
mounting a scope sight for more details.

Cleaning Equipment.
The minimum kit is a quality one piece rod with a nylon brush, a jag with a point, cleaning patches 
to suit & some gun oil. Rimfire rifles need to be cleaned regularly to protect the bore, especially 



immediately after the rifle has been out in damp weather (Fog, rain etc) or dust. Push a couple of 
dry patches through the bore always from the action end. These will fall off as you draw the rod 
back. Follow with an oiled patch. Occasionally brush out the bore with an oiled nylon brush to 
remove lead & bullet lube which tends to accumulate just forward of the chamber.
Push a dry patch through before use.
NEVER stand your rifle muzzle-down as the slightest damage to the rifling at the muzzle reduces 
accuracy. For the same reason NEVER use a cleaning rod from the muzzle end.


